FIT 30 BODY WEIGHT WORKOUT
In this 10 exercise workout, you’ll have 30 seconds to complete as many reps as you can,
while focusing on form. The rest period between each exercise is only 30 seconds so make
sure to carry water. This workout targets lower and upper body muscles with a focus to keep
your heart rate up.

10 EXERCISES TOTAL

3 CIRCUITS

30 SEC WORK/ 30 SEC REST

TOTAL 30 MIN

2

1

Triceps Push Ups

Pull Ups

Place hands shoulder-width apart, pull up body up toward bar.

With elbows pointing straight back, lower to floor and push back up.

MODIFICATION: Use assisted pull up machine or complete as a lat pull down.

MODIFICATION: Same movement and position with knees on the ground.

3

4

Straight Arm Plank

Superman

Keep back straight, hips aligned,
core engaged and lock elbows.

Engage back muscles, extends arms and feet off the ground.

5

Air Squat

Keep spine straight and push back toward heels,
squat down to 90.

Have questions? See your club trainer!

FIT 30 BODY WEIGHT WORKOUT
(CONTINUED)

10 EXERCISES TOTAL

3 CIRCUITS

30 SEC WORK/ 30 SEC REST

6

7

Reverse Lunge

Calf Raise

Keep front knee at 90 degree angle while lowering hips.

Slowly rise to the balls of your feet.

10 reps on each side. Alternate sides.

8

9

Squat Jumps

High Knees

Start by doing a regular squat and jump up explosively.

Stay light on feet and drive knees toward chest.
10 reps on each side. Alternate sides.

10

Quick Feet

On the balls of your feet, move feet quickly.

Have questions? See your club trainer!

EXERCISE INDEX

Pull Ups - Place hands shoulder-width apart, keep shoulders relaxed as you pull up your body
up until your chin reaches the bar.
Triceps Push Ups - Keep arms parallel with your sides and elbows pointing straight. Lower your
body down and push back up.
Straight Arm Plank - Keep back straight so no arching. Engage core, align hips, and lock
elbows.
Superman - Engage back muscles while extending both arms and feet off the ground at the
same time.
Air Squat - Keep spine straight, push butt back toward heels and squat down toward a 90.
Reverse Lunge - Point toes straight forward. Keep front knee at 90 degree angle, back foot on
tiptoes, and lower your hips until front leg’s thigh is parallel to the floor.
Calf Raises - Start flat footed, slowly rise to the balls of your feet and hold for a second at the
top.
Squat Jump - Start by doing a regular squat, engage core and at the top of the position,
jump up explosively, lifting both legs off the ground. Land softly and lower back into the squat
position.
High Knees - Bring your knees to up toward your chest in a running motion while keeping an
upright posture.
Quick Feet - Stay balanced on the balls of your feet, while moving and lifting both feet quickly.

